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“Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners”
Class 1 – Mississauga West – November 2006
Reading: 1Tim 1
Introduction – PPT 1
10 years since Mississauga West started – it was a very exciting time to share in starting a new ecclesia – some of you may not know I was one of the initial members
	Obviously no longer a member, but still dear to my heart – a pleasure to be back

	This weekend – 1Timothy – A very practical study


	Biggest challenge for me this weekend – 9 classes condensed into 5 – trying to pick what seems most important.


Background
2nd last letter Paul wrote – within 2 years of his death AD 64/65
	Titus the 3rd last, with 2Timothy the final
Together they are called the “Pastoral Epistles”
Several differences in style to Paul’s other letters – some doubt Paul’s authorship, but these differences can be attributed to:
	the later date, 
the fact he is writing individuals and not an ecclesia, 
possibility Luke was assisting Paul in writing

History – PPT 2
After Paul’s 2 year Roman imprisonment in Acts 28
	He expected release in Philippians and Philemon 
Appears to have then gone on a tour of the ecclesias with Timothy and Titus
Leaves Titus in Crete to set the ecclesia there in order
Comes to Ephesus – discovers serious heresy deals with a couple of the ringleaders and then leaves Timothy to clean up the rest of the mess
	This is the background of this first letter
	Then leaves for Macedonia
	At some point rearrested and taken to Rome.
2Timothy is Paul writing to Timothy to come and visit him before he is executed. We don’t know if Timothy arrived in time

	Could spend a whole class on the background and looking at Timothy’s character and life – but instead I have put together the handout – life history on one side, and chapter break down on the other – 
	should fit in most Bibles


A few significant points:
	Timothy was very young – started to accompany Paul in late teens

Great deal of responsibility at this young age – missions to Thessalonica, Corinth and Philippi
But he also appears to have been at times reluctant, physically frail and the sort of person people would push around and view with contempt.

This background helps explain some of the unusual features of the commencement of this letter.

1:1-2 Greeting – PPT 3 
The greetings indicate the purpose of the letter to follow
Rather odd way to write to one’s beloved friend and protégé – Tim was undoubtedly the closest person to Paul – so why so blunt?
The letter was establish Timothy’s authority in the eyes of the ecclesia
	Personal letter to Timothy – but the last verse of the book ends with “Grace be with you (all)” – it is plural
Implies Timothy would show this to others in the ecclesia
They were to treat Timothy with the same respect as Paul himself.

	This was a large, well established ecclesia that would not to quickly wish to listen to a young man telling them what to do

Given the nature of the problem, even Paul himself needed to remind them of who he was

apostle
	Ecclesias with few problems are addressed by “a servant”
	When his authority is doubted – “an apostle” – Judaiser’s tended to claim Paul was not as important as the other “real” apostles.

commandment of God
	Usually “will of God”

This is much stronger – used on official notices “by order of”, “by royal command” 
true child
	lit. “born in wedlock”

treat Timothy just like Paul
may instruct
	military command – idea of passing down the ranks

command
	v18 – again underlines authority – a military command from a superior


	The final thing odd about this greeting is what it does not say – All of Paul’s letters include thanksgiving – even to Corinth
	Only exception is Galatians, and here

That should be telling us that there is something seriously wrong here – there is no cause for thanksgiving.

	There has been a falling away
	V3 Some were teaching “strange doctrines” – A word Paul made up that literally means “other things” – Like in Galatia – “another Gospel”
	V6 some have “strayed” or “swerved”
	The error is primarily affecting the ecclesia’s teachers, which is the eldership role – Timothy is told in chapter 5 how to discipline elders 
	5 years earlier Paul predicted this would occur - Acts 20:28-30


Important to understand this background:
1Timothy not an ecclesial guide (though often described as such)
	It is missing many of the details such a document would contain (e.g. details qualifications of elders – NOT their duties)
	Rather, this is addressing very specific problems to one ecclesia at a certain time.
Within the letter we will find relevant principles to apply in our ecclesia’s today.


So what is the heresy being taught? – PPT 4

	They want to be "Teachers of law"  (single word) Used 2 only other times - of the Pharisees
	Myths (fables in AV) – 4 other refs – 3 in PE - Jewish myths 
	Genealogies – 1st century Jewish writing obsessed with fanciful analysis of meanings of names in genealogies and apocryphal accounts of the children of Adam, Enoch and others 
	“mere speculation” - 3 prev ref in NT are always to Jewish probs (others are in pastorals)
	Food prohibitions – common feature of Judaism

Lovers of money (silver) – OOO is of Pharisees and 2Tim 3 also describing the falling away 

	Will see more details as we continue – but this makes it clear - a form of Judaism or legalism is afflicting the ecclesia
	In most of Paul’s letters, this was either the problem he was fighting, or warning against.

The Gospels also make the chief contrast to the Lord Jesus Christ Legalism - not atheism, paganism, licentiousness or any of the other sins we may think more evil.
	Rather – the contrast was to a group of men who at least on the surface appeared to be quite righteous.
Why?
Legalism takes many forms- but fundamentally it is a belief that we can be saved by our own intelligence and works – which leads to pride and self reliance, exclusiveness…
	It is a universal problem – if you have not read it, I heartily recommend David Levin’s book “Legalism vs. Faith”
We can very easily fall into these traps

The effects of the heresy – PPT5

Paul now contrasts the effects of such teaching…
·	v6 Fruitless discussion (vain jangling) - it achieves nothing
·	v7 Confident assertions – there is a place for dogmatism about truth, but here we are seeing it displayed about things that are not first principles – and it can also lead to a looking down on others who do not understand as well as I do. 
·	V4 Minister questions – arguments and divisions over things tht we cannot be sure of
·	V4 rather than godly edifying (AV) 
·	Same word in 1Cor 8:1
·	Similar effect – both increase in size – on outside, but one is only hollow and about external appearance.

·	In contrast Paul speaks of what should be the effect the results of our teaching
·	V5 Goal of instruction or commandment is LOVE!!!
·	Jesus taught that the greatest commandment, a summary of the law is to Love God and neighbour

Sadly we may be able to think of occasions in our history where these affects have been seen…


·	For us ecclesia conflicts can arise on many issues that some insist are vital.
·	Nothing wrong with intellectual discussion of God’s word – but must ask…
·	Does it promote love? 
·	Is it out of a pure heart, good conscience and true (not hypocritical) faith 
·	Or is it just idle speculation that puffs up the combatants with pride, which ultimately leads to division? 
·	Especially with atonement – once told the most important question when in a conflict is "how does this view affect how we live?" If a doctrine has no practical consequences, then we should be wary of getting too extreme.

·	None of this is to say that we should go to the opposite extreme and not contend for the faith, and not fight the good fight as Timothy is told in v18
·	Danger today of post-modern idea that “TRUTH” doesn’t exist, or that it is relative
·	Paul’s very judgement of the heretics in Ephesus shows that to be wrong – there is “the truth” and there are “other/strange doctrines”
·	At issue is how and why we contend for the faith – is it from love, or pride and self-fulfilment

Summary
·	The problem is legalistic false teachers in Ephesus
·	They are like the Pharisees, they are misusing the law – and today we too can misuse God’s word in a similar way.

1:8-11 Proper use of the Law
·	Reading 1Timothy 1, you can skip from v7 to v18 and it flows perfectly 
·	But as Paul often does, he digresses, and having now spoken about those who are misusing the law, the talks about”
	How to properly use the law – v8-11
	Himself as an example of its proper use v12-16


·	After condemning the improper use of the law, Paul does not want us to think that the law itself is bad. Law is good, if used lawfully

Law is GOOD
·	But how is it good?
·	Paul says it is good elsewhere too – Rom 7:12
·	Law shows us what is sin, and that we are sinners – v7, 13
·	That might sound bad, but it is actually good – for by learning of our hopeless sinfulness (as Paul goes onto describe in v15-23) we are led, like Paul realise that in our flesh is no good thing, and our only hope is to turn to God and Chrsit for salvation – v24-25
·	Will see the exact same reasoning here in 1Timothy, including the personal confession of Paul’s own struggle.

Law is for lawless, not for the righteous – Who are we?
·	Who do we identify with? When we read the list in v9-10, we will likely think we are “the righteous”
·	But this can’t be – he has just said the law is good – it follows that we need it
·	Can misread these verses to assume that Paul is saying that the wicked sinners he describes are the false teachers, but we are the righteous who have outgrown the law.
·	Completely backwards!!!
·	Law was never a means of salvation, but it has a vital purpose for us all – if we use it “lawfully”

·	No one is naturally righteous – The “righteous here mean the self-righteous – like the Pharisees

·	Luke 5:30-32
·	Note the context – v17 – 1 of the 2 OOO of “teachers of law”
·	Also  we will see that the first faithful saying in v15 is based on Luke 5:32! – Paul has Luke 5 on his mind.
·	So when we read 5:32 who do we now wish to identify with – “sinners” or “righteous”?

·	But Paul does not make it easy for us – v9-10 describe a vile, perverted list of sinners
·	Could easily go through the list and think – I’m not like those people…
·	But the last point will catch us – “whatever else”

·	In God’s eyes, sin is sin. Christ tells us that lust and hate are the same as adultery and murder. We have to see sin for what it is. We like to make some sins “small”, but God sees it like we see this list.

·	Not a random list of sins by Paul – it has a structure – PPT 5
·	3) God's name is holy (though also not to profane it)
·	4) not to profane the Sabbath – Ex 31:14 is 1st occ. Of “profane” in LXX
·	10) – Whatever else – most (all) sin comes what we see and want to have. 

·	Just in case the reader is still are thinking that the law has no application to him, Paul ends v10 and 11 by equating the 10 commandments with sound teaching and the Gospel
·	Obviously there are differences – the law shows us to be sinners worthy of death
·	The gospel shows the path to life and justification
·	But both contain eternal moral principles to live by

·	Paul has told us that the law is good when used correctly 
·	Not to be used as a source of pride and self glory
·	Rather it is a means to show us our need for salvation

·	Paul now offers himself as an example of how to lawfully use the law

1:12-17 Paul – an example of correct use of the Law

V12 – Paul closes v11 with a mention of the gospel and his mission to preach it. As often happens – thinking about the gospel causes Paul to utter a spontaneous outburst of praise
·	Interestingly here it is ascribed to the Lord Jesus Christ – this is unusual, but it does serve as a precedent for offering praise and thanksgiving to Christ – we could digress and explore this further, but I’ll leave it for discussion after the class. 

V12-13
·	Initially it reads as if Paul was chosen because Christ thought he was deserving and  faithful and would make a good apostle.
·	But that does not fit the context – Paul’s point is the opposite – he is thanking Christ because he did not DESERVE to be chosen

·	There is another play on words here in the Greek, like with the “law” in the previous verses – 4 occurrences related to the word for “trust” or “faith” – PPT7
·	Paul “entrusted” with the Gospel
·	Not that he WAS trustworthy or faithful, but he has been counted that way
·	In reality, he had been the exact opposite – he was totally undeserving
·	He was a blasphemer – Acts 26:11 he forced the saints to do the same
·	persecutor – Acts 9:4 even persecuting Christ!
·	and a violent aggressor – or “proud” as the word seems to mean
·	The reason for all of this is the faithful/trustworthy saying, that Christ came to save sinners – i.e. to reckon or count sinners as righteous!!!!

·	Further evidence that Paul is not claiming he deserved this is in that he gives the credit to Christ who enabled or strengthened him to do the work. PPT8 - Paraphrase

Paul is amazed that a man as undeserving as him received mercy.
·	He lists 3 reasons  - PPT 9

1)	True for us all – it is a different matter to know God’s mercy and tread it under foot. 
Not the only reason – single sentence that goes on into v14 and 15
2)	Grace - this is the reason that Paul chooses to expand on
3)	To be an example of that Grace

V14
·	Paul as is often the case is overwhelmed by the consideration of God’s grace
·	“more than abundant” = a made up word – literally – “to super-super-abound”
·	Context should remind us of Rom 5:20 
·	The law came to show us that we are all sinners
·	But grace abounds all the more – grace can cover any amount of sin

V15 – We are introduced to the 1st of 5 sayings in P.E.
·	Appear to be a saying that Paul is quoting – perhaps part of an early creed or hymn.
·	Here it is similar to Jesus' own words we already looked at in Luke 5:32

Deserving full acceptance – means either:
1)	Fully accepted – i.e. we need to fully embrace the implications – we are sinners needing salvation
2)	Accepted by everyone – everyone needs to believe this – a universal call to the Gospel

False teachers denied both these aspects:
1)	didn't see selves as sinners
2)	didn't see that all should be saved (see this in next class)


But note, this is not simply a statement of a doctrinal truth – Paul associates with it on a very personal level – We should be able to do the same with our Statement of Faith – they should be personal

·	v8-11 shows proper use of law – to convince of sin and need for salvation – That is what Paul is now doing
·	Paul says "I am" – not "I was" – Very important – Just like in Romans 7 – he speaks in the present tense of being a wretched man weak in his struggle against sin

·	But was Paul really the worst (as NIV has it) sinner? Worse than Ahaz, Ahab, Caiphas, Judas, Hitler etc.? Of course not. the point is that he believes that he is. This is his experience. And it should be ours too.
·	If we are truly honest in our self-examination each week – we too will be forced to view ourselves as the worst of sinners.

·	Not easy to do in all honesty – when we are young in the truth we tend to view sin very simplistically – a list of wrong things we should avoid.
·	But as time goes on, we see it expand into things we fail to do
·	And ultimately we see it in our motives, so that at times even when we are doing the right thing, our motives are not pure.
·	This is not a sign that we are getting worse, it is ironic that as we grow in faith and knowledge, we comes to see our sinfulness more clearly.
·	This was true for Paul too!! PPT 10
·	7 years earlier – least of apostles
·	2 years – least of saints
·	Now – worst of sinners!
·	Also note each context mentions grace, and preaching the gospel, just as here in 1Tim

Another interesting comparison in Luke 18:9-14 – PPT 11 – obviously on Paul’s mind!!!
·	Law-teachers in Ephesus were like the Pharisee in the parable - misusing the law – to feed pride, and compare self to others. Proper use of law is so that each of us can say like Paul “God, be merciful to me, John Mannell, for I AM the worst of sinners 
·	Not easy to do – especially if we have been raised as Christadelphians!!!
·	more likely to view ourselves as the "righteous", “we have the truth” and look at others as being “in the world”
·	and even worse we can view others within the ecclesia this way and start to create divisions.
·	Will see in the next class that the special privilege we have in “the truth” should be a motivation to preach, not to have an exclusive “holier than thou” attitude

Back to the 3rd reason Paul received mercy – PPT 12

KJV misses the link between the 2 verses. “Chief” & “First” are same words in Greek:
Better to say "in me, THE CHIEF" – i.e. the chief sinner

NIV:	“Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners-- of whom I am the worst. But for that very reason I was shown mercy so that in me, the worst of sinners, Christ Jesus might display his unlimited patience…”

Paul was not the very worst sinner, but he had done some very bad things, and therefore makes a good example or “pattern”. It means a “prototype”. 
·	No one can say – I am too evil for God to forgive, all we need do is look at the example of Paul.

This was part of Paul’s preaching. This is a very personal section – Paul uses a personal pronoun like I or me 11 times!!! 
·	It is sort of like a personal testimony – Paul does this a few times. 
·	Part of our preaching is not simply dry lectures repeating facts from the Bible. 
·	It is personal, how have we been saved!!! 
·	What God has DONE FOR ME!!!!
·	Not saying to ditch the facts in our preaching at all – but let’s occasionally add to it the personal element
·	Part of Paul’s preaching was himself!

·	This is an amazing section of scripture
·	On one level it may seem depressing – it is focussing on how really sinful we all are
·	But it is infused with real joy and amazement at the salvation that Paul has received, and in turn we should share that joy – we should come away bursting with excitement – just like Paul himself
·	V17 again he breaks into praise for God!!!

1:18-20 Timothy – Make a decision, and Fight the Good Fight

The asides are over - Back to main purpose of the letter – dealing with the false teachers.

'entrust'/’commit’ – present before you 
·	Paul is presenting Timothy with a choice – a choice we have too - you must take sides here – no fence sitting.
·	2 examples of how to use the law.
·	2 examples of false teachers/blasphemers – himself, and those in Ephesus.

What will you choose Timothy?

·	It won’t be easy – Paul compares a fight or war he must engage in
·	This phrase is an echo back to the duties of the Levites back to Num 4:23, 8:24 – perform service = "War the warfare" (AV mg.)

V19 
2 things needed for this battle
	“The faith” – here used like our phrase “the truth” – a reference to our intellectual doctrines

“Good conscience” -  moral sensitivity to confess our sins and remain humble

False teachers had rejected both – not simply drifted away, but actively thrust away:
	Corrupter the faith with false doctrine

conscience seared with a hot iron (4:1)

Hymenaeus and Alexander – little know about them, so will not speculate. Hym. is mentioned in 2Tim 2:17-18 as teaching the resurrection to be passed.

Disfellowship
Almost certainly what Paul is referring to – in 1Cor 5:5 he says the same thing, and then later says to "Remove the wicked man from among yourselves".
Reasons:
·	In cases of false teachers of defiantly sinful where their actions will lead damage to others in ecclesia
·	Where they want to stay in the ecclesia
·	Where the action will teach that person. "Learn" here means to be chastened.

Devil teaching not to blaspheme! Ha ha!

Summary of chapter.
·	Teaching or Doctrine is vital – false doctrine deadly.
·	You can tell it is false by the effects it leads to – controversy, speculation, division, pride – it will often be similar to the Pharisees and Judaisers
·	Healthy doctrine leads to love, faith and a good conscience
·	The way we use the Law (and by extension all of God’s Word) shows the differences
·	The correct way to use the law is to make us realise that we are sinful people. It leads us to the gospel which shows us the grace that can save us, no matter how bad a sinner we are.
·	When we realise this we will be motivate to offer praise and to tell all about the saving grace
·	Therefore, it is important to fight to save the faith, the true faith even if it means we may have to disfellowship those false Judaistic influences in the ecclesia. 



·	Such attitudes are not entirely incorrect – but the result should not be pride, contempt for others, separation, but rather a call to preach – next talk


